
From: KnowWho Services
To: Puco Docketing
Subject: Prioritize clean energy for Ohio!
Date: Wednesday, June 01, 2016 9:33:35 AM

Dear PUCO,

Dear PUCO,

I was pleased to hear that the PUCO supported the beyond-coal and clean-energy aspects of the stipulation in AEP's
rider case, which will transition more than 1500 megawatts of generation beyond coal, and toward the development
in the next five years of 900 megawatts of new wind and solar. I am further pleased there is a preference for these
new solar panel and wind turbine components being built right here in Ohio.

This represents a long term breakthrough for Ohio's growing clean energy economy. What's more, the preference for
creating these sustainable jobs and industry in Appalachian Ohio can bring tremendous new benefits for the region.
The further preference for hiring Ohio veterans helps serve those Ohioans that have already given so much and
whom we owe not just thanks, but opportunities.

It is my hope the PUCO Commissioners will prioritize clean energy.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Fred Wells 
5272 Cobblegate Blvd.
Moraine, OH 45439-
cwells54@gmail.com
(937) 236-8970
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From: KnowWho Services
To: Puco Docketing
Subject: Prioritize clean energy for Ohio!
Date: Wednesday, June 01, 2016 12:51:01 PM

Dear PUCO,

Dear PUCO,

I was pleased to hear that the PUCO supported the beyond-coal and clean-energy aspects of the stipulation in AEP's
rider case, which will transition more than 1500 megawatts of generation beyond coal, and toward the development
in the next five years of 900 megawatts of new wind and solar. I am further pleased there is a preference for these
new solar panel and wind turbine components being built right here in Ohio.

This represents a long term breakthrough for Ohio's growing clean energy economy. What's more, the preference for
creating these sustainable jobs and industry in Appalachian Ohio can bring tremendous new benefits for the region.
The further preference for hiring Ohio veterans helps serve those Ohioans that have already given so much and
whom we owe not just thanks, but opportunities.

It is my hope the PUCO Commissioners will prioritize clean energy.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Alice Petersen 
4302 Foxglove Rd
Toledo, OH 43623-
alice.petersen@utoledo.edu
4194756177

mailto:docketing@puco.ohio.gov
mailto:noreply@knowwho.services


From: KnowWho Services
To: Puco Docketing
Subject: Prioritize clean energy for Ohio!
Date: Tuesday, May 31, 2016 4:56:23 PM

Dear PUCO,

Dear PUCO,

I was pleased to hear that the PUCO supported the beyond-coal and clean-energy aspects of the stipulation in AEP's
rider case, which will transition more than 1500 megawatts of generation beyond coal, and toward the development
in the next five years of 900 megawatts of new wind and solar. I am further pleased there is a preference for these
new solar panel and wind turbine components being built right here in Ohio.

This represents a long term breakthrough for Ohio's growing clean energy economy. What's more, the preference for
creating these sustainable jobs and industry in Appalachian Ohio can bring tremendous new benefits for the region.
The further preference for hiring Ohio veterans helps serve those Ohioans that have already given so much and
whom we owe not just thanks, but opportunities.

It is my hope the PUCO Commissioners will prioritize clean energy.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Sharon Morris 
2062 Persimmon Ct
Cincinnati, OH 45231-
scmorris@excite.com
5138253774

mailto:docketing@puco.ohio.gov
mailto:noreply@knowwho.services
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